The complement of enzymatic sets in different species.
We present here a comprehensive analysis of the complement of enzymes in a large variety of species. As enzymes are a relatively conserved group there are several classification systems available that are common to all species and link a protein sequence to an enzymatic function. Enzymes are therefore an ideal functional group to study the relationship between sequence expansion, functional divergence and phenotypic changes. By using information retrieved from the well annotated SWISS-PROT database together with sequence information from a variety of fully sequenced genomes and information from the EC functional scheme we have aimed here to estimate the fraction of enzymes in genomes, to determine the extent of their functional redundancy in different domains of life and to identify functional innovations and lineage specific expansions in the metazoa lineage. We found that prokaryote and eukaryote species differ both in the fraction of enzymes in their genomes and in the pattern of expansion of their enzymatic sets. We observe an increase in functional redundancy accompanying an increase in species complexity. A quantitative assessment was performed in order to determine the degree of functional redundancy in different species. Finally, we report a massive expansion in the number of mammalian enzymes involved in signalling and degradation.